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Core Content

McNabb Middle School Montgomery County Schools

Tribe Day 2

Class Period: Class: Bodie Health

PL-6.7.8-PW-S-PPH3:(1,5) evaiuate how an individual's behaviors and choices ofdiet, exercise and rest affect ihe body
Directions:

Read the article below and summarize it while also companng cold/warm weather sports. List advantages and disadvantages of both.

Cold Weather Exercise

Cold weather is an subjective expression that may convey different meanings to different people. In an equatorial country, any temperature below 6oEIF
(i5.5"C) is often characterized as cold; in high northern latitudes, cold weather is said to exist when the temperature is persistently in the range of "20°F

("28°C)or colder. Like extreme heat, the human body possesses the abilityto adaptitselfto thestresses created by cold.

From a meteorological perspective, cold weather is generally said to exist wliere the air temperature is 40°F (4°C), or below. Accompanying climatic
conditions such as snow, ice, and wind will increase the effect of cold temperatures on human performance. The prevalent wind chill factor, the
correlation between temperature and wind velocity, is the most important of these factors, as increased wind velocity will increase the effect of cold upon
the body, Sports such as speed skating, running, cross-countiy skiing, and cold weather cycling are of special note in assessing wind chill, because each
activity,byvirtueoftheathletesmovement,willgenerateitsownwindforces,

Coldweather affects the bodily systems in different ways. The cardiovascular system, the heart-connected networkofvesselsthat distributes blood
throughout the body, responds to cold stimulus by increasing blood pressure and heart rate, and reducing the amount of blood closest to the skin surface.
The airway passages of the cardiorespiratory system, which governs the breatliing mechanisms, tend to narrow, making the inhalation of air more
difficult. Persons who are susceptible to asthma or exercise-induced bronchitis have greater difficulty breathing in cold air. The bodily stores ofglucose,
stored as glycogen in the liver and muscles and converted to the energy component adenosine triphosphate (ATP), are depleted approximately five times
more quickly in cold weather, a circumstance thatforces thebodyto switch to the conversion ofbodyfattoATP for its energyrequirements.

In addition to the effect of cold weather upon the body systems, cold weather creates unique injury hazards. Hypothermia and frostbite are the two chief
cold weather injuries. Frostbite is the freezing of a portion of skin or bodily tissue through exposure to cold. Hypothermia is the reduction of the core
temperature of the body from its healthy, steady state of 98.6°?(37°C) to below 95°? (35°C). In this condition, the body cannot generate sufficient heat
through metabolism to keep itselfwarm. The hypothalamus gland, which regulates temperature, ceases to function; ifthe hypothermia is not treated
quickly, death may result.

As serious as the consequences of cold weather injury can be, the precautions available to the cold weather athlete are both straightforward and effective.
One of the most important steps to be taken for cold weather athletics wearing clothing that is layered to permit the athlete to remove of one or more
layers, when circumstances permit. A useful layering system will include polypropylene, or a similar synthetic, next to the skin. This layer will allow
perspiration to flow away, or "wick," from the skin, keeping the skin drier and more insulated. The second layer will usually be a fleece for warmth. The
third, outer layer will be a weatherproof shell. Head covering is particularly important to the outdoor athlete because approximately 50% of all body heat
generated in cold weather is lost through the head surface, Hats with polypropylene layers serve the same function for the wicking ofhead perspiration as
on the body. A balaclava-type face covering will protect the skin from wind. Like the head, hands should be similarly protected. Also, a scarf or similar
protection will assist in the warmmg of air as it enters the moufh and respiratory system. Harmful ultraviolet (UV) rays should also be taken into
consideration. UV rays from the sun are no less powerful in cold weather. Protective screens and sunglasses are essential on bright days, especially when
there is reflection on snow,

In addition, water or an electrolytic fluid should be carried; dehydration is as significant a concern in the winter cold as it presents in summer heat, as a
dehydrated cold weather athlete will have a correspondingly reduced blood volume. The consumption of alcohol and cold weather exercise should be
avoided, as alcohol is a diuretic that tends to dehydrate the body,

A thorough warm up and cool down of the body are essential to cold weather exercise. The warm up will lessen both the menta] and the physiological
shock oftaking the body into cold.

Finally, route planning is important to minimize wind chill effects for endurance sports such as running and cross-country skiing. The athlete should
begin the workout by heading into the wind; in this fashion, the perspiration generated on the body will not be subject to wind chill effect on the return
portion of the training.

Article Summary





Name: Day 2 - 6th Grade - Physical Education Date:

Directions: Choose a component of health-related fitness (cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength, muscular
endurance, or flexibility) that you feel you could improve on and write a paragraph or two detailing the exercises that could

help you improve.



Name: Day 2 - 7th Grade - Physical Education Date:

Directions: Choose a component of health-related fitness (cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength, muscular
endurance, or flexibitity) that you feel you could improve on and write a paragraph or h/vo detailing the exercises that could

help you improve.



Name: Day 2 - 8th Grade - Physical Education Date:

Directions: Choose a componenf of health-related fitness (cardiovascutar endurance, muscular strength, muscular
endurance, or flexibility) that you feel you could improve on and write a paragraph or two detailing the exercises that could

help you improve.
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6ood work habits are important in any job you have. Right now your job is going to
school. Look at your work habits at school and at home and see where you could
work to improve these habits for the future.

SCHOOL WORK HABITS

arrive at school on time
listen to directions
hand in homework on time
cooperate with other students
check my work
work neatly
use time wisely
keep desk neat and clean
try to improve grades
I can follow rules

HOME WORK HABITS

wake up on time
listen to directions
do chores when I am supposed to
cooperate with brothers/sisters
check chores are done completely

put my stuff away
use time wisely
keep room neat and clean
hetp without being asked
I can follow rules

NEVER ALWAYS
0123456789
0123456789
0123456789
0123456789
0123456789
0123456789
0123456789
0123456789
01234567
01234567

NEVER
01234567
01234567
0123456

8 9
8 9

0123456
0123456

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

0123456789

ALWAYS
8 9 10
8 9 10

10
10

789

789
789

0123456789

10
10
10

0123456789 10
0123456789 10
0123456789 10

Two habits I will try to improve on are;

1.

2.
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Tribe Day 2 8th Grade Life Skills DeWolfe/Chinn Name:

Credit Card Do's & Don'ts:

Credit cards carry a lot of positive and negative traits. Consider the following:

The DOsand DON'TsofUsingCreditCards: Ifyoufollowthese simpleguidelinesyou will neverfall into
credit card debt and your use ofa credit card should be an enjoyable and worry-free one.

DOs: -. Spend within your means.-. Payoffyourtotalamountdue infull everymonth. -. Useyour

credit card early to build up credit. -. Check your credit report at least once a year to verify you are not a

victim of identity theft. ^ Research different options to choose the best credit card for you.

DON'Ts: -. Buy what you cannot afford. -i Pay the minimum amount due since this will cause you to pay
interest charges. -i Use your credit card to purchase something you don't intend to pay in full.

Using the space betow, write about how you intend to use credit cards in the future. Which ofthe
"Do's" above do you think will be most Important when you start to use credit? Describe what you
understand currently about "identity theft."
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ADHD
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We are awash in a sea ofacronyms. An acronym [AK-ruh-nim] is a word formed from the first letter or letters of
each word in a compound term. Have you heard ofthe NFL or the NBA? A sports fan would know those. Animal
lovers know what PETA and ASPCA mean. There are many acronyms that are used for many different things. There
are a lot ofacronyms used by medical professionals. ADHD is an acronym that is used to describe some people. It
stands for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. This fifteen-syllable term describes the high energy, impulsive
behavior, and inattention that can cause problems for those affected. Adults with ADHD may have problems
maintaining personal relationships. They may also have trouble at work. Kids with ADHD sometimes have a
difficult time in school.

Experts say that around 1 1% ofschool children have ADHD. It's more common among boys than girls. Teachers
can tell which students have ADHD. Sitting still is really hard for them to do. They may miss instructions and need
to be told more than once how to complete an assignment. Kids with ADHD have short attention spans. They may
be distracted by every sight, sound, and smell. Their minds seem to always be chuming. They often don't think ahead
to the consequences ofwhat theyjust impulsively decided to do.

Students with ADHD may be treated for this disorder in several ways. No one way works for everyone. The
most common treatment is medicine that can be given to the child once or more each day. Some parents find that
symptoms decrease if their child avoids certain foods. Some parents find that herbal remedies work for their child.
Others use consistent discipline and rewards to help the child leam to control his behavior. One ofthe most
interesting ways to treat ADHD is to provide plenty of "outdoor

green time." Nature seems to have a calming effect
on some people! The other treatment is called animal assisted therapy. Experts have found that petting and caring for
animals helps some children become calmer and better able to control their own behavior.

Children with ADHD can leam to cope with it. During the times they need to sit still, it's helpful to have
something to work with in their hands - things like clay, colored pencils and paper, paperclips, or other small and

quiet objects. While they may not look like they are listening, they can often repeat what they heard! Some work
better ifthey are allowed to stand instead ofhaving to sit to do their schoolwork. They can sit at the front ofthe
class and avoid being distracted by their classmates. Also, they may do better working on their own rather than in

groups. ADHD children typically don't do well in group activities. They also need to find ways to bum off excess
energy. Playing sports is a great way to do that. Enjoying an active recess is a must!

There are many successful adults with ADHD. They have become scientists, inventors, athletes, actors, musicians,
writers, artists, politicians, and business leaders. ADHD may not seem like a good thing to have as a child, but with
the right help, adults with ADHD can have a great future!

^\.
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1. What is an acronym?

A. combining parts of sentences to form a whole paragraph or idea
B. an idea formed from a composite ofother ideas
C. a word formed from the first letters ofwords in a series ofwords and pronounced as a separate word
D. the action, process, or result ofarranging words in a series

2. What percentage ofschool children do experts say have ADHD?

A. 11%
B. 1/5
C. 15%
D. 50%

3.ADHDstandsfor:

A. Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
B. Always Demand Hydroponic Dirmers
C. Active Daily Hyper Disease
D. Addition is Hard

4. Which one ofthese is probably most difficult for a child with ADHD?

A. taking a timed test
B. dribbling a basketball
C. making a clay ball
D. singing a favorite song

5. Taking care ofa classroom pet could be a type of:

A. chore
B. punishment
C. animal assisted therapy
D. green time

6. What is the best way to bum offexcess energy?

A. read a book
B. play with paperclips
C. mn around the gym
D. build a pencil tower

7. Children with ADHD are:

A. not likely to become athletes or writers
B. usually teachers' pets
C. able to succeed as adults
D. dependent on medicip" fnr the rest oftheir lives
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McNabb Middle School

Tribe Day 2
ORCHESTRA

Learning Target: MU;Cnl 1.0.T.IIIa Demonstrate understanding of relatioaships
between music and the other arts, other disciplines, varied contexts, and daily life.

Activitv:

Music is created to fill a variety ofdifferent roles. Below are three purposes to consider.
Ceremonial - music created or performed for rituals or celebrations (e.g., patriotic music,
music for worship)
Recreational - music for entertaimnent (e.g., music forplay such as game songs, music
for dances and social events, music for physical activities, music as a hobby)
Artistic Expression - music created with the intent to express or communicate one's
emotions, feelings, ideas, experience (e.g., music created and performed in a concert
setting for an audience)

1. Select two of our current pieces and describe what role they fulfill (cereraonial,
recreational, or artistic expression).

2. For ceremonial pieces, please describe the ceremony that it accompanies. For
recreational piece, please mclude background information such as cultural and
histoncal connections. For artistic expression pieces, please include what
emotions, feelings, ideas, or stories they convey.

3. WIiich purpose ofmusic do you find the most valuable? Wby?
4. Your paper should be at least three paragiaphs in length.
5. Email papers to Ms. Wright at lamen.wTishtfuimonteomerv.kvschools.us or hand

in a hard copy.

Assessment:
Level Content Length Spelling/Granunar
4 AU content is covered

with supporting
evidence.

Paper is 3 paragraphs
in length.

All spelling is correct and

proper gTammar is used,

3 Most content is covered
wlth supporting
evidence.

Paper is 2 paragraphs
in length.

Most spelling is correct and

proper grammar is used.

2 Some content is
covered with little
supporting evidence.

Paper is 1 paragraph in
length.

Soine speilmg is correct and
some proper grammar is
used.



Symphonic Band Day 2
(sells period 6)

Name Date

Instructions: Write the rhythm counts below the music.
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Rules:
1. Use + to count eighth notes

2. Always count UP to the number of beats in each measure.
3. Dashes used on notes longer than one beat (1-2-3-4 = whole note)

4. Use parenthesis around rest counts.



Concert Band Day 2
(sells period 3)

Name Date

Instructions: Write the rhythm counts below the music.
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Rules:
1. Use + to count eighth notes

2. Always count UP to the number of beats in each measure.
3. Dashes used on notes longer than one beat (1-2-3-4 = whole note)

4. Use parenthesis around rest counts.



Beginning Band Day 2
(Sells Period 4, 5, 7)

Name Date

Instructions: Write the rhythm counts below the music
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Rules:
1. Always count UP to the number of beats in each measure.

2. Dashes used on notes longer than one beat (1-2-3-4 = whole note)
3. Use parenthesis around rest counts.



Name Date

Writing Practice #1
DirecBons: Fill in the measures of each line below by writing the rhythm that corresponds to each
picture. The first measure has been done for you. Be sure to write your notes neatly. Clap and say each
line when you are done.
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Name Date Classroom Teacher

Writing Practice #2
DlncUBIIS: Neatly copy the rhythms below in the space provided. Make sure you also copy the Treble
Clef (^ ) and the Meter (also called Time Signature, such as S, S and i ). To draw notes: draw the note
head first (.), then the stem (J ), and finally any flags (J>) or beams ( ^). Remember to completely fill
in the note heads for quarter and eighth notes and leave them open for half and whole notes.
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2018-19 Visual Art Class TRIBE DAY #2
Teacher: Marsha Riddell Grade: 6th, 7th & 8th grade

Lesson #2 Nature Drawing
Purpose: To incorporate three different aspects of nature orseasons of the year in three separate
sections into a single work of art.
Materials Needed: You will need a pencil and a piece of paper. In addition you may use photographs,
newspapers or magazines when creating your work of art. Optional media would be crayons, markers,
colored pencils or ink pen.
Procedure: You will divide your paper into three separate sections to represent three different aspects of
nature. (Oceanscape, Spacescape, and Landscape) or different seasons (Winter, Summer, Spring and
Fall). Draw a different picture in each section. Apply color to each section using a variety of media. The
media can be crayons, markers, colored pencils, pencil or pen.
Quick Write: Write a short paragraph that describes your Nature Drawing.
Evaluation: Draw three different aspects of nature or seasons in three separate sections on one piece of
drawing paper. Apply color using different media in each of the three sections.


